Purpose of review Recent studies demonstrate that normal human tissues accumulate substantial numbers of somatic mutations with aging, to levels comparable to their corresponding cancers. If mutations cause cancer, how do tissues avoid cancer when mutations are unavoidable? Recent findings The small intestines (SI) and colon accumulate similar numbers of replication errors, but SI adenocarcinoma is much rarer than colorectal cancer. Both the small and large intestines are subdivided into millions of small neighborhoods (crypts) that are maintained by small numbers of stem cells. To explain the SI cancer paradox, four fundamental evolution parameters (mutation, drift, selection, and population size) are translated to crypts. Summary The accumulations of driver mutations in a single stem cell may be analogous to an evolutionary poker game. The rarity of SI cancer may reflect that SI crypts are smaller and have fewer stem cells than the colon, which reduces the numbers of cells at risk for mutation and perhaps selection efficiency. Tissue microarchitecture may physically modulate cancer evolution by controlling the numbers of directly competing neighboring cells. A better understanding of the SI cancer paradox may illuminate how tissues naturally avoid cancers when mutations are unavoidable.
Introduction
Tumor progression is a multistep evolutionary process, where somatic alterations that accumulate stepwise in a single cell eventually lead to neoplasia. Although progression is typically illustrated with visible changes in tumor phenotypes and sizes, recent advances have documented that many somatic mutations accumulate with age in normal appearing human tissues with numbers often comparable to the numbers of mutations found in corresponding tumors from the same tissues. Examples include the skin, liver, brain, blood, and the small and large intestines [1••, 2••, [3] [4] [5] . These new data provide opportunities to explore progression before visible tumorigenesis. What sort of evolutionary framework should be used to describe evolution without discernable phenotypic changes? This question is applied to the intestines, specifically to the paradox that in humans; cancers are common in the large intestines but very rare in the small intestines (SI).
Two General Types of Evolution
Darwinian evolution is commonly applied to tumor progression, as exemplified by the adenoma-cancer sequence. Mutations accumulate in a population of cells and evolution "occurs" when one cell acquires a fitness advantage and that clone expands. The only way for a mutation to confer a fitness (survival and/or reproductive) advantage is to change the phenotype of the cell. Hence, Darwinian evolution encompasses both changes in genotype and phenotype. Darwinian evolution is hard to observe in normal tissues, because by definition, visible evolution does not "occur." Evolution without measurable phenotypic changes is "non-Darwinian" and is characterized as "neutral evolution" [6] . The neutral theory of molecular evolution holds that at the molecular level most evolutionary changes and most of the variation within and between species is not caused by natural selection but by the drift of mutant alleles that are neutral-that is, they have no effect on the survival or reproduction of the organism.
Darwinian and neutral evolution can together describe the lifelong process of progression from the zygote to a visible tumor. Neutral evolution better describes the accumulation of genomic variation that occurs between visible Darwinian phenotypic changes. Neutral evolution is important because it modulates the genomic variation eventually required for Darwinian evolution. The longest progression interval for most tumors is the neutral evolution between the zygote and the first visible tumor.
Small Intestinal Cancer Is Rare: a Mutation Paradox
The human SI is longer than the colon (~30 ft versus~6 ft), but colorectal cancers (CRCs) are~44 times more common [7] . Driver mutations are similar between SI adenocarcinomas and CRCs, although APC mutations are less common [7] . From a Darwinian perspective, typically "nothing" happens in the SI. However, new sequencing data [1] indicate that measurable numbers of mutations accumulate in the SI and colon.
Fewer SI cancers could be explained if mutations were much less common in normal SI. However, somatic mutations are just as common in the colon and SI ( Table 1 ). The difference could also be because only a small fraction of cancer mutations accumulate in normal intestines, but normal intestines accumulate almost as many mutations as CRCs. Finally, mutation mechanisms may differ between the SI and the colon, especially because the colon has a rich microbiome and the SI is virtually sterile. However, mutation spectra are similar between the SI and colon [1] and both are consistent with aging or replication errors. Both the colon and SI are highly mitotic tissues with mitotic stem cells [8] , and the age-related accumulation of large numbers of intestinal somatic mutations may reflect that active cell division is needed for normal tissue hemostasis.
In summary, although SI cancers are rare, the same numbers and types of mutations accumulate with aging in the colon and SI. One cannot distinguish the SI and colon by their mutations. Indeed, one cannot easily distinguish normal intestines from age-matched CRCs by the numbers of mutations. If mutations cause cancer, how does the SI avoid the cancer prone fate of the colon?
Crypts and Their Four Fundamental Evolution Parameters
Evolution has four major related parameters-mutation, drift, selection, and population size. Population size is of paramount importance because only interacting neighboring cells compete for survival. For the intestines, the evolutionary unit or neighborhood is the crypt. Both the SI and colon are subdivided into millions of small neighborhoods or crypts (Fig. 1a) . Notably, SI crypts are smaller than colon crypts (respectively~400 versus~2000 cells per crypt). Mutations can be measured by sequencing, but drift and selection are more nebulous parameters because they depend on the surrounding environment. Drift acts on neutral or passenger mutations, and driver mutations confer selection.
A crypt has a stem cell hierarchy with small numbers of stem cells at the base and more numerous differentiated cells that migrate upwards and die within several days (Fig. 1a) . This crypt architecture physically reduces cancer risks because mutations that arise in the more numerous differentiated cells are lost, and even mutations that occur in stem cells can be limited to only spread within individual crypts [9] . Multiple mutations can only accumulate in long-lived stem cell lineages. Intestinal stem cells are mitotic and divide about once a day in mice [8] . Stem cells are maintained by a niche mechanism, where the numbers of stem cells are constant but individual stem cell lineages may either expand or become extinct. This stem cell turnover is random and eventually one stem cell lineage populates the entire crypt through neutral drift [10, 11] . Crypt niche succession by a single stem cell lineage takes several months in mice [10, 11] and perhaps 8 years in human colon crypts [12] .
Random crypt stem cell survival exemplifies neutral evolution (Fig. 1a) because the population size is constant and there are no visible changes in phenotype, but individual stem cell lineages undergo expansion or extinction. This ongoing neutral evolution is independent of mutations and can be measured with visible neutral fate markers, such as betagalactosidase [8] . Neutral mutations that arise as replication error are "passengers" that depend on the survival of their stem cells. Because there are multiple stem cells per crypt, the fate of each new mutation is initially uncertain. The fates Mutation spectra "Aging" "Aging" " Aging"
Crypt size~400 cells~2000 cells Length~30 ft long~6 ft long Cancer incidence Very low Very common of most replication errors are extinction because only one stem cell lineage survives neutral drift. With an effective population size of "N" numbers of stem cells per crypt, the probabilty of survival is 1/N. However, when the passenger mutation occurs in the stem cell that undergoes niche succession, it is forever "fixed" because it is now present in all the cells of its crypt.
The Crypt Is a Crucible
With multiple niche stem cells, every new mutation is initially "judged" and either fixed or discarded. This judgment is random with passenger mutations, but a new driver mutation in a single stem cell should achieve niche succession and fixation by displacing surrounding less fit stem cells. Interestingly, mouse studies illustrate that even strong driver mutations in single stem cells are often lost [13••] . A single normal stem cell drifts to fixation~20% of the time, and a single stem cell with a Kras (G12D) mutation surrounded by normal stem cells becomes fixed~75% of time. A stem cell with a single Apc allele is fixed about one third of the time but is lost about two thirds of the time.
A single stem cell with homozygous Apc loss (−/−) is fixed only slightly more than half of the time. A single stem cell with a Tp53 mutation is fixed no more frequently than a normal stem cell and only shows a selective niche survival advantage in the setting of inflammation. These mouse studies show that selection is imperfect even for strong driver mutations. The loss of driver mutations from crypts is a potentially potent anti-cancer mechanism. Given that random replication errors should produce similar numbers of driver mutations in the SI and colon, the differences in cancer frequencies could be explained if SI crypts were less efficient at accumulating drivers. Interestingly, Fisher-Wright population genetics predicts that selection becomes increasingly less efficient as population sizes decrease because stochastic survival (drift) becomes more important [14] .
Crypt stem cell population sizes are extremely small, with estimates of less than 20 per mouse crypt [15] . In such very small populations, evolution has a harder time distinguishing between passengers and drivers [14] . The extreme case is a crypt with a single mitotic stem cell lineage, where there is neither drift nor selection, and fixation is the same for passenger and driver mutations. Here, the accumulation of multiple driver mutations in a single stem cell is essentially pure luck. When there are multiple stem cells per crypt, both skill (selection) and luck (drift) can modulate mutation accumulation.
How Crypts Might Play Evolutionary Stem Cell Poker: Luck Versus Skill
Poker, a game of skill and chance, can illustrate evolutionary principles and help explain how the SI and colon can accumulate different mutation combinations even though they both draw from the same deck at the same rates (i.e., accumulate the same numbers of replication errors). The four crypt evolution parameters are analogous to the rules of an imaginary poker game (Fig. 1b) , where the goal is to accumulate a very rare hand ("royal flush"). There are five rounds of play, and variable numbers of cards ("niche size") can be drawn each round, but only one card (or mutation) is retained after each round. There are four types of players (or crypts). The first player ("Dumb Luck") simply draws a single card each round and ends up with five cards. The second player ("No Brains") draws four cards each round, randomly keeps one, and also ends up with five cards. The third player ("The Novice") also draws four cards each round and tries to select the better card. The final player ("Card Shark") draws six cards each round and inevitably selects the best card.
In this crypt evolutionary poker game, the cards are random mutations, the numbers of cards drawn each round are the numbers of stem cells per crypt, and which card is kept each round depends on the skill of the player to select the best card. Mouse crypts play like "The Novice" because they have multiple niche stem cells and can select driver mutations, even though they often discard strong driver mutations [12] . In this game, "winning" is still possible without any skill ("Dumb Luck" and "No Brains"), but is more likely when drawing more cards and having the skill to select better cards ("The Novice" and "Card Shark"). Both the degree of skill (selection efficiency) and stem cell numbers per crypt are currently unknown for human intestines, but potentially one answer to the SI cancer paradox is that SI crypts have fewer stem cells than colon crypts (Fig. 1a) , and/or selection is weaker in SI crypts. As noted above, Fisher-Wright population theory indicates that N may inherently modulate the relative strengths of drift and selection because selection is weaker in very small populations.
Unraveling Evolutionary Poker
In the "Tournament of Cancer," the odds of cancer may reflect that tissues play stem cell evolutionary poker differently. Sequence data measure "final hands" but tell little about how crypts accumulate their mutations. Do the numbers of stem cells per crypt differ between the SI and colon? Measuring the numbers of stem cells per crypt is difficult because the experimental fate marker approaches used in mice [8] are impractical. However, other approaches that measure somatic alterations indicate that human crypts also contain multiple stem cells [12, 16-19, 20••] . A recent study indicated that certain selective mutations can increase colon crypt fission (from one to two crypts) above a baseline rate of~0.7% per year, which can further favor progression [20••] . Very few studies have compared human SI and colon crypts, and a study with passenger methylation indicated that human SI and colon crypts contain multiple mitotic stem cells that divide at similar rates [21] . Deep sequencing can potentially count niche stem cells because a crypt with more niche stem cells would have more subclonal mutations. Comparisons of synonymous and nonsynonymous mutations can detect somatic cell selection [22••] and stochastic drift will tend to accidently fix many more deleterious (but non-lethal) mutations. If selection is less efficient in the SI, more deleterious mutations should be found in normal SI compared to normal colon. Random replication errors and inefficient selection that fixes more deleterious than advantageous mutations may help explain why our intestines (and other tissues) unfortunately become less fit instead of more fit with aging.
Summary: Mutations Without Cancer
The intestinal crypt microarchitecture may represent an evolutionary compromise that balances the relative morbidity of infections and cancer. Multiple stem cells per crypt ensure that the damage and loss of any single stem does not result in loss of the crypt. Small stem cell numbers limit the numbers of cells at risk and may fortuitously decrease the efficiency of selection, making it more difficult to accumulate multiple drivers in a single cell.
The much greater incidence of CRC may reflect that larger colon crypts have more stem cells because the microbiome exposed colon is more prone to damage. This mechanism is structural (Fig. 1a) , and hence could help inherently explain the paradox of why SI cancer is so reliably uncommon, even though mutations uniformly accumulate in the intestines. Like the poker game (Fig. 1b) , luck is still paramount when only very rare mutation combinations result in cancer. Greater numbers of colon crypt stem cells may change the odds by increasing the numbers of cells at risk and the efficiency of selection. Along these lines, many behavioral modifications alter CRC risks, but their underlying prevention mechanisms are uncertain, especially because the intestine remains normal appearing. However, because stem cells are morphologically indistinguishable from their neighbors, the numbers of crypt stem cells may be surreptitiously altered to either increase or decrease the odds of cancer though alterations in WNT signaling [23] . Even minor changes in the numbers of cards (stem cells) drawn during each round of evolutionary poker could measurably alter the odds. Indeed, why specific driver mutations, such as in APC may be so common in CRC may be because they potentially increase the numbers of niche stem cells, further increasing the odds of progression to cancer. Differences between the SI and colon may hold the key on how to naturally prevent cancer when mutations are unavoidable.
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Human and Animal Rights and Informed Consent This article does not contain any studies with human or animal subjects performed by the author. Fig. 1 Evolutionary poker played in intestinal crypts. a The intestines are subdivided into millions of crypts that are maintained by a stem cell hierarchy. Niche stem cells at crypt bases are mitotic and divide to yield either one stem and one differentiated daughter (renewal), two stem cell daughters (expansion), or two differentiated daughters (extinction). Eventually, all present-day stem cell lineages are lost except one by a process called neutral drift. Therefore, each new mutation can either be lost (the usual fate) or fixed and become present in all crypt cells if it occurs in the stem cell that attains niche succession. SI crypts are smaller than colon crypts and may have fewer niche stem cells. b The process of discarding and fixing random replication errors within crypts is analogous to an evolutionary poker game, where multiple cards can be drawn but only one card is retained during each round of play. By analogy, cards are mutations, the numbers of drawn cards are the numbers of niche stem cells, and the ability to pick the better card reflects the balance between selection and drift (see the text). Any strategy can "win," but the odds are greater if one draws more cards each round and keeps the better card. The size differences between SI and colon crypts may physically explain why SI cancers are rarer than CRCs, even though they both accumulate the same numbers of mutations (cards) in their final "hands"
